Matei et al. (Reports, 6 January 2012, p. 76) claim to show skillful multiyear predictions of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). However, these claims are not justified, primarily because the predictions of AMOC transport do not outperform simple reference forecasts based on climatological annual cycles. Accordingly, there is no justification for the "confident" prediction of a stable AMOC through 2014. period and the use of inappropriate reference forecasts. Due to these shortcomings, we argue that the claim in (1) of meaningful forecast skill as a basis for making future predictions of AMOC variability is unjustified.
. We show that their statistical evaluation of forecast skill is not robust, resulting largely from the limited forecast evaluation period and the use of inappropriate reference forecasts. Due to these shortcomings, we argue that the claim in (1) of meaningful forecast skill as a basis for making future predictions of AMOC variability is unjustified.
Since 2004, a unique and exciting observing system has been providing records of the strength of the AMOC at 26.5°N Rapid Climate ChangeMeridional Overturning Circulation and Heatflux Array (RAPID-MOCHA) (2, 3). Matei et al. use data from RAPID-MOCHA to assess the ability of a GCM (4) to predict the evolution of the AMOC strength after the GCM's oceanic state is "spun up" with estimates of the observed momentum and heat fluxes between the atmosphere and ocean, in an attempt to capture the initial state of the climate system at a given time (these forecasts are referred to as "initialized").
As (14) . [The correlations of the uninitialized climatologies to observations shown in both panels were computed by the authors of (1) using data of (1, 4) and provided to us in the process of preparing this Comment; the correlations from the initialized experiments were taken from figure 2 of (1).] AMOC is dominated by a strong annual cycle, which can inflate the apparent performance of the prediction system without any practical benefit. For example, a useful forecast of monthly mean temperatures in Europe does not consist of determining whether it will be warmer in August than February but whether it will be warmer or cooler than what we expect for a typical August. Therefore, our baseline knowledge of the climatological mean annual cycle must be taken into account in assessing the skill of the forecasts. A typical method for removing the artificial inflation of skill from the annual cycle is to subtract a repeating climatology from observations and predictions or to work with quantities that have been averaged over a year or multiple years. Alternatively, should the mean annual cycle be retained, as was done in the Matei et al. analysis, we argue that a proper metric of forecast performance involves comparing the skill of the initialized forecasts against that from a simple repeating climatological annual cycle. Figure 1 [adapted from figure 2 of (1)] compares the skill of the Matei et al. initialized forecasts of AMOC transport with the skill obtained from simply assuming a repeating climatological annual cycle. Two slightly different AMOC climatologies, both based on "uninitialized" GCM integrations (i.e., with initial conditions not constrained by observations), were used for this baseline (or "null") forecasting strategy: (i) an average over 1860 to 2000 from the GCM simulations of (4) and (ii) an average over 1948 to 2000 using the GCM of (1). For only 3 of 13 cases do the initialized forecasts have nominally larger correlation scores than the climatological null forecasts made using (4) (GCM climatology). Similarly, initialized forecasts outperform the Matei et al. climatology in only 5 of the 13 cases. Thus, there is no evidence in (1) of skill from these initialized AMOC forecasts.
We note that Matei et al. did show a comparison with uninitialized predictions from their model, but the comparison was against the average correlation over the entire record (2004 to 2008) rather than for each year individually as was done by Matei et al. for the "initialized" forecasts and in our Fig. 1 for both the initialized and climatological forecasts. In other words, Matei et al. presented an "apples-to-oranges" comparison of initialized and uninitialized predictions, whereas Fig. 1 puts them on an even footing.
The skill of the AMOC forecasts in (1) is no better than that from a repeating annual cycle (Fig.  1) , and the skill assessment in (1) treats each year independently. That is, Matei et al. did not present any evidence of year-to-year or multiyear predictive skill in AMOC transport or its stability. Therefore, their claim that "we confidently predict a stable AMOC at least until the end of 2014" is not justified and is further contradicted by the assertion that "we cannot at present distinguish between predictability of climatological and anomalous seasonality."
We are keen to stress that the absence of meaningful skill in AMOC predictions in Matei et al.
should not be taken as evidence of an inherent lack of AMOC predictability or that predictive skill cannot be achieved in the future. Rather, our analysis highlights the difficulty in assessing skill from a short data set. Because of its scientific merit, its likely societal importance (5-7), and the growing model-based evidence that there may be predictability of AMOC variations (8-10), we believe that it is important to build our capability to understand and predict AMOC variations and associated climatic impacts. Essential to building this capability are sustained climate observations, particularly of the AMOC. Observations from the RAPID-MOCHA array (2, 3) have already identified key dynamical processes for the annual cycle of the AMOC (including some mechanisms suggested by Matei et al., which appear to successfully capture aspects of the annual cycle of the AMOC), and observations from the recent anomalous years will provide crucial information on processes controlling AMOC variability.
Development of our understanding of AMOC, its potential climate impact, and our future ability to predict it depends on sustained observations, the assessment and enhancement of GCMs, and improved methodologies for initializing GCMs for AMOC predictions. Finally and crucially, to ensure confidence in GCM predictions, a rigorous assessment of skill against reliable and meaningful null hypotheses is essential.
